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a b s t r a c t

Surfactant protein D (SP-D) is an essential component of the human pulmonary surfactant system, which
is crucial in the innate immune response against glycan-containing pathogens, including Influenza A
viruses (IAV) and SARS-CoV-2. Previous studies have shown that wild-type (WT) SP-D can bind IAV
but exhibits poor antiviral activities. However, a double mutant (DM) SP-D consisting of two point muta-
tions (Asp325Ala and Arg343Val) inhibits IAV more potently. Presently, the structural mechanisms
behind the point mutations’ effects on SP-D’s binding affinity with viral surface glycans are not fully
understood. Here we use microsecond-scale, full-atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to
understand the molecular mechanism of mutation-induced SP-D’s higher antiviral activity. We find that
the Asp325Ala mutation promotes a trimannose conformational change to a more stable state. Arg343Val
increases the binding with trimannose by increasing the hydrogen bonding interaction with Glu333. Free
energy perturbation (FEP) binding free energy calculations indicate that the Arg343Val mutation con-
tributes more to the increase of SP-D’s binding affinity with trimannose than Asp325Ala. This study pro-
vides a molecular-level exploration of how the two mutations increase SP-D binding affinity with
trimannose, which is vital for further developing preventative strategies for related diseases.
� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and
Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Pulmonary surfactant (PS) plays an important role in human
health. PS is essential for maintaining lung function including the
expansion and contraction of the alveoli needed for healthy
breathing. Furthermore, PS defends against airborne pathogens
such as viruses, bacteria, molds, pollen, and fungi that enter our
lungs as we breathe. An imbalance of PS can lead to many diseases.
When premature infants do not produce enough PS, they lack the
ability to breathe and are often treated with PS taken from porcine
and bovine sources. People with too much PS face diseases such as
pneumonia and congenital pulmonary alveolar proteinosis (PAP).
Individuals with too little PS can have emphysema, chronic bron-
chitis, and cystic fibrosis [1].

PS is made up of both lipids and proteins. Four main types of
lipids comprise 90 % of PS and include zwitterionic saturated phos-
pholipids, zwitterionic unsaturated phospholipids, negative unsat-
urated phospholipids, and cholesterol. In addition, two major types
of proteins comprise 10 % of the pulmonary surfactant system: the
small, hydrophobic surfactant proteins B and C (SP-B and SP-C,
respectively) buried inside the lipid bilayer for the interfacial
adsorption of pulmonary surfactants which is essential for reduc-
ing surface tension enabling the lungs to expand and contract
[2,3], and the large, hydrophilic surfactant proteins A and D (SP-
A and SP-D respectively) that interact with airborne pathogens act-
ing as a host defense in the lungs [4]. While not directly relevant to
this study, it is interesting to note that surfactant proteins are not
only found in the lungs but throughout the body. Surfactant pro-
teins have been identified in areas that include the female repro-
ductive tract, urinary tract, gastrointestinal tract, the eye, ear,
nasal compartment, central nervous system, the coronary artery,
and the skin.

SP-A and SP-D are immunoproteins belonging to the collage-
nous C-type lectin (collectin) subgroup and acting as our first line
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of defense against airborne pathogens through binding glycans on
the pathogen’s surface and flagging them for phagocytosis. A vari-
ety of experimental studies have investigated immunoproteins’
interactions with viruses and bacteria. One study, for example,
demonstrated that both SP-A and SP-D can inhibit influenza A virus
(IAV) activity [4,5]. SP-D is a more potent inhibitor of IAV activity
than SP-A through the high-level aggregation and neutralization
of the IAV particles [4,6,7]. SP-D binds viruses such as SARS-CoV-
2, playing a critical role as a first-line inhibitor [8]. Previous studies
also show that both SP-A and SP-D can inhibit the activity of Histo-
plasma capsulatum yeast, which can cause serious long-term lung
infections. SP-D can also enhance neutrophil uptake of bacteria,
such as Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli, commonly found
in staph and bacterial infections [9]. While these studies demon-
strate the critical role of immunoproteins in responding to micro-
bial invasion, further investigations are needed to identify their
molecular-level binding mechanisms.

Computational techniques such as Monte Carlo and full-
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can provide
molecular-level insight into the biomaterial offering a powerful
tool for understanding the immunoproteins’ interactions. These
simulations have successfully explored several immunoproteins
with atomic-level insights. For example, Zhang et al. used MD sim-
ulations to investigate the dynamic interaction between different
carbohydrates and human SP-D as well as steered MD simulations
to study the unbinding pathway of glucose from human SP-D
[10,11]. Goh et al. used X-ray crystallography and mutagenesis
combined with MD simulations to reveal the interaction between
SP-A and lipids [12].

Herein, we aim to elucidate the molecular mechanism by which
SP-D can bind high mannose oligosaccharides on the surface of
pathogens, such as influenza hemagglutinin (HA). HA is found on
the surface of influenza viruses, reducing viral uptake into lung
epithelial cells [13,14]. A previous study found that the antiviral
activity of WT SP-D depends on the presence of high mannose
oligosaccharides on the viral surface. For example, SP-D inhibits
the influenza A virus (IAV) strains of H1N1, H2N2, and H3N2 less
efficiently due to its HA surface’s relatively low glycosylation sites
[15]. By contrast, the Asp325Ala and Arg343Val double mutant SP-
D (DM SP-D) inhibits high glycosylation and low glycosylation IAV
strains more efficiently than the WT [16].

More computational studies are needed to understand how
specific mutations enhance the antiviral activity of SP-D. Although
Crouch et al. experimentally probed the efficacy of DM SP-D’s inhi-
bition of IAV and supported this with molecular mechanics mini-
mization and analysis, they did not fully investigate each
mutation’s contribution at the molecular level with more compre-
hensive computational techniques. It is critical to fully understand
the molecular mechanism that details how the specific mutations
modulate the antiviral activity of SP-D. Knowledge of the molecu-
lar mechanism will inform the development of specific mutant SP-
D proteins with high antiviral activity to antagonize glycosylated
viruses, such as IAV and SARS-CoV-2.

Based on this experimental study [16], we computationally
investigate the interactions of WT SP-D with trimannose using
microsecond-scale, full-atomistic MD simulations. Then, in order
to thoroughly study the effect of the point mutations on binding,
we analyzed simulations of each mutation separately and then
the DM SP-D interacting with the glycan trimannose. This permit-
ted an evaluation of each mutation’s contribution to SP-D’s binding
affinity with trimannose along with the influence of the DM SP-D
by comparing the structural dynamics and other attributes
between the four SP-D models. The simulations considered for
the four SP-D variants (WT, two single mutants (Asp325Ala and
Arg343Val), and the DM) invoked the unbound state as well as
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two different binding poses. This generates a total of 12 different
models employed in evaluating the protein-glycan interactions.
2. Background

2.1. Structure of SP-D

Surfactant protein D (SP-D) is an immunoprotein designed to
recognize and interact with glycans found on the surface of differ-
ent foreign entities such as viruses, bacteria, pollen, and fungi. SP-D
is a collagenous C-type lectin (collectin). Human SP-D exhibits dif-
ferent oligomeric forms, among which the most common is the
dodecameric SP-D (cruciform) consisting of four SP-D trimers. Each
SP-D trimer is made up of three identical intertwined monomers.
Each monomer contains 355 residues. Each SP-D monomer can
be divided into four major structural domains: N-terminal domain,
collagen-like domain, neck region, carbohydrate recognition
domain (CRD):

� N-terminal domain (residues 1 to 25) contains two conserved
cysteines (C15 and C20) that are essential for SP-D oligomeriza-
tion by forming disulfide bonds [17].

� Collagen-like domain (residues 26 to 202) is a helix and twists
with the repeating pattern of 59 Gly-X-Y.

� Neck region (residues 203 to 232) is an a-helical coiled-coil
domain mediating SP-D trimerization.

� C-terminal carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD) (residues
233 to 355) recognizes and interacts with diverse cell surface
glycans of various pathogens containing galactose, glucose, or
mannose, and is crucial to SP-D’s antiviral function [9,18–23].

In this study, we look at both the WT SP-D and the DM SP-D
with the focuses on the residues in the neck and CRD regions (resi-
dues 203 to 355). To understand the significant components rele-
vant to this study, we have highlighted the calcium ions, the
residues involved in the two point mutations (Asp325 and
Arg343), Glu333, and the CRD binding loop in Fig. 1. Three calcium
ions are highlighted in cyan, one primary (dark cyan) and two aux-
iliaries (slight cyan). The primary calcium ion is directly involved in
binding with trimannose. A previous computational study has
shown that without the primary calcium ion in the CRD, the glycan
quickly unbinds from the CRD (7 ns), indicating the significance of
the primary calcium ion for the antiviral function of SP-D [24]. The
other two auxiliary calcium ions can stabilize the CRD’s conforma-
tion to enhance binding with trimannose. The two residues
involved in the point mutations, Asp325 and Arg343, are high-
lighted in red and blue. Glu333, highlighted in black, plays a role
in interacting with the residue Arg343 that is mutated. Finally,
highlighted in gold, is the CRD binding loop, a fluctuating region
of amino acids between the primary calcium ion and the auxiliary
calcium ions. These components all have significance in SP-D’s CRD
interaction with trimannose and the protein components serve as
the focus of efforts described herein. While important, the calcium
ion contributions are not focused upon here and will be described
elsewhere.
3. Methods

3.1. Molecular dynamics

3.1.1. Constructing different SP-D models
In this study we used the following PDB structures to build our

models of the SP-D�Trimannose complexes:



Fig. 1. SP-D structure focused on a portion of the CRD. Major components of the CRD involved in trimannose binding are highlighted in different colors.
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� WT SP-D trimer structure from 3G83 (PDB ID) with a resolution
of 1.90 Å contains two monomers consisting of residues 205–
355, and a third monomer consisting of residues 206–355 [25].

� WT SP-D trimer structure from 3IKQ (PDB ID) with a resolution
of 2.25 Å contains two monomers consisting of residues 210–
355, and a third monomer consisting of residues 211–355 [26].

� DM SP-D trimer structure of 4M18 (PDB ID) with a resolution of
3.20 Å consists of residues 211–355 for each monomer [24].

To fully understand how trimannose is interacting with SP-D’s
CRD we need to understand the different possible trimannose
binding poses. Because these possibilities are almost endless, we
began by using the poses already captured in the crystallographic
image as referenced in the PDB database. There are two major
trimannose-binding poses: (1) the medial binding pose where
the center mannose chelates with the primary calcium ion of SP-
D, and (2) the terminal binding pose where the terminal mannose
chelates with the primary calcium ion of SP-D. Fig. 2(a) shows the
comparison between the medial and terminal trimannose binding
poses of SP-D’s CRD. In the trimannose, three alpha-D-
Mannopyranose (Man1, Man2, and Man3) connect to each other
through 1–2 linkage.

The medial trimannose binding pose was obtained from 4M18
and is the only SP-D crystal structure in the PDB database contain-
ing the double mutation Asp325Ala and Arg343Val while binding
with trimannose in the CRD. The 4M18 crystal structure was pro-
duced in the experimental studies in which they found that DM
SP-D has higher antiviral activities than WT SP-D in relation to
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IAV [16,24]. In addition, the high-mannose glycosylation type is
one of the most common types found on the surfaces of viruses
such as IAV and SARS-CoV-2.

In the medial binding pose, Man2 interacts with the primary
calcium ion, and Man1 interacts with the CRD binding loop. Four
models were constructed with this medial pose, which are DM
SP-D�Trimannose (4M18), Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose, Arg343-
Val SP-D�Trimannose, and WT SP-D�Trimannose. The last three
models were obtained by point mutation from 4M18 using
AmberTools20. After mutations, we used VMD and found that
there were no steric clashes between SP-D and trimannose in each
model. We then optimized the complex structures.

We did not find a terminal trimannose binding pose with SP-D
in the PDB database. However, we did find the terminal binding
pose of dimannose with SP-D in 3G83 (see Fig. 2(c)) [25]. The
dimannose in 3G83 has the same type of mannose units and link-
ages as that of 4M18. In this structure, Man1 interacts with the pri-
mary calcium ion and Asp325 (see Fig. 2(c)). To build a trimannose,
we extended a mannose unit, Man3, to the original dimannose
using Schrodinger. Because the insertion of Man3 to Man1 will
affect its original interaction with Asp325, we added Man3 to
Man2 using the 3D Builder module in Schrodinger (see Fig. 2(b)).
We then optimized the complex structures.

To fully understand how each mutation influences SP-D’s bind-
ing affinity with trimannose, we constructed the following twelve
models for MD simulation (see Table 1). From these twelve models,
we can offer molecular-level explanations of how the two point
mutations influence SP-D’s binding affinity and quantify each sin-



Fig. 2. (a) Medial trimannose binding pose of DM SP-D�Trimannose, and (b) terminal trimannose binding pose of WT SP-D�Trimannose. (c) Crystallographic representation of
WT SP-D interacting with dimannose [25].
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gle mutation’s effect in enhancing SP-D’s antiviral activity. Further-
more, we can compare the two binding poses to better understand
how each pose correlates with SP-D’s binding affinity.

The twelve models consist of three parts. The first and second
groups are SP-D binding with trimannose in two different poses:
the medial trimannose binding pose and the terminal trimannose
binding pose. Each pose contains four complex models, including
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WT SP-D�Trimannose, Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose, Arg343Val
SP-D�Trimannose, and DM SP-D�Trimannose. The third group
includes four models without trimannose binding: WT SP-D,
Asp325Ala SP-D, Arg343Val SP-D, and DM SP-D.

It is noted that only the a, a -trimannose is considered in these
studies, as this configuration coincides with the available crystallo-
graphic information. Instinct may instruct that one must also con-



Table 1
Simulation models in this study.

System Models

Medial binding pose WT SP-D�Trimannose
Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose
Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose
DM SP-D�Trimannose (4M18 PDB ID)

Terminal binding pose WT SP-D�Trimannose
Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose
Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose
DM SP-D�Trimannose

Only SP-D WT SP-D
Asp325Ala SP-D
Arg343Val SP-D
DM SP-D
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sider a,b - b, a and b, b possibilities as well due to anomeric equi-
librium at Ca. However, as only the a, a -trimannose is observed
on the surface of influenza, the other anomers are not considered
here.

3.1.2. Structural preparation, solvation, and neutralization
To prepare the structures we hydrogenated using tleap of

AmberTools20 to add hydrogen atoms to the structures. The Amber
ff19SB forcefield was used to model the protein structure, GLY-
CAM06 was utilized to model the trimannose structure, and OPC
was selected as the water model [27–29]. The forcefields used in
this study are the latest versions as implemented in AMBER20.
Each model was then solvated with a 10 Å water shell using an
octahedral water box. Na + and Cl- were placed to neutralize the
system. The salt (NaCl) concentration was set to 0.15 M. All molec-
ular dynamics simulations were carried out using AMBER20 [30].

3.1.3. Minimization and equilibration
All structures were first optimized using two stages of mini-

mization. Initially, the entire structure was fixed by applying
strong harmonic restraints of 500 kcal/(mol�Å2) on all atoms in
the SP-D complexes. Subsequently, we minimized the entire sys-
tem without any constraints. After that, we equilibrated the struc-
ture by employing a two-stage process. In the first stage, the
system temperature was raised from 0 K to 310 K over 1 � 106

steps of MD with a timestep of 2 fs in the NVT ensemble. In this
stage, we applied a weak harmonic restraint of 10 kcal/(mol�Å2)
to the whole SP-D structure. Finally, the system was equilibrated
at a constant temperature of 310 K with 1 bar pressure (NPT
ensemble) for 100 ns. 310 K was chosen to emulate body temper-
ature. The Langevin dynamics algorithm with a collision frequency
of 1.0 ps�1 was used for temperature control, and the Berendsen
barostat with a pressure regulation time of 2 ps controlled the
Table 2
Summary of the molecular dynamics simulation system.

MD system

Medial binding pose WT SP-D�Trimannose
Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimanno
Arg343Val SP-D�Trimanno
DM SP-D�Trimannose

Terminal binding pose WT SP-D�Trimannose
Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimanno
Arg343Val SP-D�Trimanno
DM SP-D�Trimannose

Without Trimannose WT SP-D
Asp325Ala SP-D
Arg343Val SP-D
DM SP-D

Simulation of Trimannose in Water Trimannose
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pressure. The SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain all
hydrogen-containing bonds during the equilibration stage [31]. A
cutoff distance of 8 Å was used to calculate the nonbonded interac-
tions using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method. There is an
additional step for the terminal trimannose binding pose system.
We fixed the SP-D and its original dimannose with weak restraints
and equilibrated the Man3 unit using an NPT ensemble for 50 ns
(1 bar, 310 K).

3.1.4. Production runs
The production MD run was obtained in the isobaric, isothermal

(NPT) ensemble as described in equilibration section. Table 2
shows the information on thirteen related SP-D model systems.

3.2. Analysis

3.2.1. Structural analysis methods
Root mean square deviation (RMSD) was calculated for the

entire simulation trajectory with reference to the starting structure
for each model. The root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) was cal-
culated using the coordinates of the protein backbone atoms. We
count the hydrogen bonds using the CPPTRAJ program with a
default angle cutoff of 135� and a distance cutoff of 3 Å [32]. For
the glycosidic torsion angles, the glycosidic / and u angles are
defined as O5-C1-O2-C2 and C1-O2-C2-C1, as shown in Fig. 3.
The glycosidic torsion angles are calculated using the CPPTRAJ
program.

3.2.2. Binding free energy calculation
The free energy perturbation (FEP) method was used to calcu-

late the binding free energies of different complex systems [34].
The k-Replica-Exchange Molecular Dynamics (k-REMD) method
was used in FEP calculation [35–37]. In the perturbation process
(alchemical transformation) for each complex model, two coupling
parameters, kLJ and kELEC, are used to control the nonbonded inter-
action (Lennard-Jones interaction and electrostatic interactions)
between SP-D and trimannose. There is a total of 32 linear-
spaced windows (0.0, 0.03225, 0.06451, 0.09677, 0.12903,
0.16129, 0.19354, 0.22580, 0.25806, 0.29032, 0.32258, 0.35483,
0.38709, 0.41935, 0.45161, 0.48387, 0.51612, 0.54838, 0.58064,
0.61290, 0.64516, 0.67741, 0.70967, 0.74193, 0.77419, 0.80645,
0.83870, 0.87096, 0.90322, 0.93548, 0.96774, 1.0) are used for
FEP/k-REMD calculations [36,38,39]. The latest CHARMM-GUI
Absolute Ligand Binder Tool was used to prepare the input file
for all required simulations [38]. The NAMD 3.0 was used to con-
duct all required simulations for the calculation of binding free
energy [40]. The NPT ensemble with 310 K and 1 bar was used to
equilibrate the systems, including ‘‘complex” and ‘‘ligand”, with
Total atoms Simulation time (ns)

67,194 3000
se 67,187 3000
se 67,279 3000

67,280 3000
73,823 3000

se 73,844 3000
se 73,968 3000

73,981 3000
71,840 500
70,348 500
70,766 500
69,434 500
3920 1250



Fig. 3. Illustration of the structure of trimannose (alpha-D-Mannopyranose-(1–2)-alpha-D-Mannopyranose-(1–2)-alpha-D-Mannopyranose (Man1-Man2-Man3)). Glycosidic
torsion angles are defined as / = O5-C1-O2-C2 and u = C1-O2-C2-C1. The figure was created using Schrodinger [33].
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the TIP3P water model. For each complex system, FEP/k-REMD
simulations were conducted for 6.2 ns per window, and the final
5 ns FEP/k-REMD simulations were used for the binding free
energy calculations [41].

3.2.3. Quantum calculation of trimannose
The initial trimannose structure from PDB 4M18 was used for

geometry optimization. The QM geometry optimization was con-
ducted at the B3LYP/6–311++G** level of theory. The conforma-
tions of the most populated glycosidic torsion angles in WT SP-
D�Trimannose complex and DM SP-D�Trimannose complex were
used for single point energy calculation with the following geome-
tries. The two groups of glycosidic torsion angles of WT SP-
D�Trimannose are (79.219, �55.800) and (72.033, �77.362). The
corresponding glycosidic torsion angles groups for DM SP-
D�Trimannose are (77.030, �86.394) and (71.606, �83.132). The
QM single-point energy calculations were obtained at the
B3LYP/6–311++G** level of theory. All QM calculations are con-
ducted through Gaussian 16 [42].

4. Results

To learn how each mutation in the experimental study [16]
enhanced the DM SP-D’s ability to bind IAV more tightly than the
WT SP-D, thus leading to enhanced virus recognition, we needed
to understand how the glycan, trimannose, is interacting with
SP-D. We began by running basic structural analysis techniques
and then working to understand the impact of each mutation on
the interaction of trimannose with SP-D in both the medial and ter-
minal pose in the following four SP-D complex models: WT SP-D
with trimannose, Asp325Ala SP-D with trimannose, Arg343Val
SP-D with trimannose, and DM SP-D with trimannose.
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4.1. Structural dynamics of the SP-D�Trimannose complexes

4.1.1. RMSD
The root-mean-square-deviations (RMSDs) were calculated to

evaluate the structural stabilities of different SP-D complex mod-
els. The RMSDs from the starting structure of our four different
SP-D complex models with trimannose binding are shown as a
function of simulation time (RMSD plots for all 12 models are in
the supplemental information. See Figures S1-S3.).

Upon inspection of the medial trimannose binding poses of four
different SP-D complex models, significant differences in their
RMSD plots are observed (see Figure S1). The RMSD plot of WT
SP-D�Trimannose had a large fluctuation after 400 ns as one of
the trimannose units unbound. Before the unbinding event
occurred, the average RMSD of WT SP-D�Trimannose was 2.37 Å
with a standard deviation of 0.32 Å. Following the unbinding event,
the average RMSD increased to 6.14 Å, with a standard deviation of
1.85 Å. Another unbinding event was observed at approximately
2300 ns in Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose, and the average RMSD
was 5.10 Å with a standard deviation of 1.65 Å.

For Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose, the average RMSD was 4.88 Å
with a standard deviation of 1.25 Å. The DM SP-D�Trimannose had
a stable structural conformation without significant fluctuation in
the RMSD plot. The average RMSDwas 5.48 Å with a standard devi-
ation of 0.85 Å.
4.1.2. RMSF
To explore each residue’s fluctuation within the SP-D models,

the root-mean-square-fluctuation (RMSF) was produced (RMSF
plots for all 12 models are in the supplemental information. See
Figure S4-S6.) The RMSF plot suggests that there is a region that’s
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extremely flexible and we named that region the CRD binding loop
region (residues 324–330).

4.1.3. Chelation
Supplementary Figures S7 to S14 illustrate the chelation

between trimannose and the primary calcium ion of each SP-D
model considered in this work. For the medial trimannose binding
pose, we observed that the plots of the WT SP-D�Trimannose com-
plex contain a large fluctuation after approximately 400 ns follow-
Table 3
Hydrogen bonds between residue 325 and trimannose of WT SP-D�Trimannose, Asp325Ala
in the medial trimannose binding pose.

System Acceptor Donor

WT SP-D�Trimannose Asp325@OD1 Man1@O3
Asp325@OD1 Man1@O4
Asp325@OD2 Man1@O3
Asp325@OD2 Man1@O4
Total

Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose No Hydrogen bonds
Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose Asp325@OD1 Man1@O3

Asp325@OD1 Man1@O4
Asp325@OD2 Man1@O3
Asp325@OD2 Man1@O4
Total

DM SP-D�Trimannose No Hydrogen bonds

Table 4
Hydrogen bonds between residue in position 343 and Glu333 and trimannose of WT SP-D
D�Trimannose at the medial trimannose binding pose.

System Hbond Type Acceptor

WT SP-D�Trimannose Glu333-Arg343 Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE2
Total

Glu333-Trimannose Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Total

Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose Glu333-Arg343 Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
total

Glu333-Trimannose Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
total

Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose Glu333-Val343 No Hydrogen bond
Glu333-Trimannose Glu333@OE1

Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
total

DM SP-D�Trimannose Glu333-Val343 No Hydrogen bond
Glu333-Trimannose Glu333@OE1

Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
total
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ing unbinding of one of the trimannose units. The plot of
Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose also had a significant fluctuation at
about 2300 ns for the same reason, i.e. one of the trimannose units
was released at that moment. The plots of Arg343Val SP-
D�Trimannose and DM SP-D�Trimannose were stable without
large fluctuation. For the terminal trimannose binding pose,
although there were no unbinding events occurring, the Asp325Ala
SP-D�Trimannose tended to switch the trimannose chelation site.
The rest of the other three complex models did not observe the
SP-D�Trimannose, Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose, and DM SP-D�Trimannose observed

Occupancy Distance (Å) Angle (degrees)

0.27 2.66 163.69
0.25 2.74 160.41
0.28 2.66 163.72
0.24 2.74 160.30
1.04

0.46 2.66 163.55
0.31 2.75 159.84
0.36 2.66 163.54
0.39 2.74 160.16
1.51

�Trimannose, Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose, Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose, and DM SP-

Donor Occupancy Distance (Å) Angle (degrees)

Arg343@NE 0.13 2.84 157.52
Arg343@NE 0.12 2.84 156.02
Arg343@NH1 0.25 2.80 158.00
Arg343@NH2 0.04 2.82 156.05
Arg343@NH1 0.27 2.80 157.57
Arg343@NH2 0.05 2.81 156.04

0.87
Man3@O2 0.05 2.63 162.02
Man3@O2 0.05 2.64 162.18
Man3@O3 0.15 2.67 163.82
Man3@O3 0.18 2.67 163.63

0.43
Arg343@NH1 0.16 2.81 156.57
Arg343@NH1 0.12 2.81 156.60
Arg343@NH2 0.11 2.82 151.39
Arg343@NH2 0.08 2.81 150.55
Arg343@NE 0.05 2.83 153.50
Arg343@NE 0.19 2.83 154.53

0.70
Man3@O2 0.19 2.65 162.57
Man3@O2 0.15 2.68 161.59
Man3@O3 0.09 2.70 163.67
Man3@O3 0.05 2.71 163.73

0.49
s

Man3@O2 0.04 2.71 156.56
Man3@O2 0.04 2.72 156.49
Man3@O3 0.48 2.67 163.77
Man3@O3 0.43 2.67 163.68

1.00
s

Man3@O2 0.23 2.72 157.01
Man3@O2 0.20 2.73 156.31
Man3@O3 0.41 2.68 164.30
Man3@O3 0.35 2.68 164.24

1.19



Fig. 4. (a) Shortest distances between trimannose and Glu333 of WT SP-D�Trimannose at the medial trimannose binding pose. (b) Representative conformations of A, B, and C
show how Glu333 interacts with trimannose.
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switching of the chelation site during the production runs. The DM
SP-D�Trimannose showed stronger chelation than the WT SP-
D�Trimannose.

4.2. Results of the medial trimannose binding pose

4.2.1. Impact of Asp325Ala on the medial trimannose binding pose
Asp325Ala mutation releases trimannose’s torsion angles

leading to a more stable binding conformation.
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In the WT SP-D�Trimannose, aspartate in 325 can form a
stable hydrogen bond with trimannose (Man1). Table 3 shows
how the mutation in this position significantly reduced the aver-
age number of hydrogen bonds from 1.04 to 0. Additionally, in
Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose, the Asp325 can also form a stable
hydrogen bond with trimannose at an average of 1.51 hydrogen
bonds. After mutation in DM SP-D�Trimannose, the hydrogen
bonds dropped to 0. We found that the hydrogen bond between
Asp325 and trimannose limited trimannose conformation, making
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the conformational change to a more optimal binding position
difficult for trimannose.

Supplemental Figures S15 and S16 show the glycosidic torsion
angle (/, w) distribution of alpha-D-Mannopyranose-(1–2)-alpha-

D-Mannopyranose (a-D-Manp-(1 ? 2)-a-D-Manp) linkage of
Man1-Man2 and Man2-Man3 in different complex models. In the
WT SP-D�Trimannose and Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose complex
models, the Asp325 formed a stable interaction through hydrogen
bonding, limiting Man10s rotation, leading to (/, w) of Man1-Man2
Fig. 5. (a) Shortest distances between trimannose and Glu333 of Asp325Ala SP-D�Triman
B, and C show how Glu333 interacts with trimannose.
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populated at (79.15�, �57.60�) for WT SP-D�Trimannose and
(78.66�, �57.78�) for Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose. After mutation
in this position (Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose and DM SP-
D�Trimannose) there was no lock on the torsion angles of triman-
nose making (/, w) of Man1-Man2 populated at about (77.39�,
�84.59�) and (77.43�, �86.39�), respectively. To view this, refer
to supplemental Figure S15 for the glycosidic torsion angles (/,
w) distribution of a-D-Manp-(1 ? 2)-a-D-Manp linkage of Man1-
Man2. We further calculated the single point energy of the most
nose at the medial trimannose binding pose. (b) Representative conformations of A,
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populated trimannose conformations of WT SP-D�Trimannose and
DM SP-D�Trimannose.

We compared the glycosidic torsion angles of the linkage of
Man1-Man2 and Man2-Man3 from WT SP-D�Trimannose,
Fig. 6. (a) Shortest distances between trimannose and Glu333 of Arg343Val SP-D�Trima
shows how Glu333 interacts with trimannose.
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(79.15�, �57.60�) and (72.04�, �77.36�), to that from DM SP-
D�Trimannose, (77.43�, �86.39�) and (70.91�, �80.27�), at the
medial trimannose binding pose. Evaluation of the single point
energies (B3LYP/6–311++G**) of trimannose in the observed con-
nnose at the medial trimannose binding pose. (b) Representative conformation of A
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formations when bound to WT SP-D and DM SP-D revealed a
0.96 kcal/mol conformational strain is introduced by binding to
the WT compared to DM SP-D. This indicates more favorable bind-
ing, based on conformational strain, for trimannose occurs when
Fig. 7. (a) Shortest distances between trimannose and Glu333 of DM SP-D�Trimannose a
how Glu333 interacts with trimannose.
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bound to DM SP-D. Furthermore, energy minimization trimannose
at the B3LYP/6–311++G** level of theory reveals a conformation
with (/, w) of (80.40, �86.89) nearly identical to that observed
when trimannose is bound to DM SP-D.
t the medial trimannose binding pose. (b) Representative conformation of A shows
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Säwén et al. studied a mannose disaccharide extensively with
MD and NMR and derived the most probable conformation for tri-
mannose with glycosidic angles (80.00�, �87.00�) [43]. We also ran
over 1000 ns of MD simulation on free trimannose in solution to
obtain the distribution of glycosidic torsion angles of the triman-
nose. Figure S19 shows the distributions of the two groups of gly-
cosidic torsion angles in the trimannose-free state. Free
trimannose displayed the major conformation at (/, w) of
(72.75�, �84.65�), which is consistent with previous studies [43].
The second-favored conformation has glycosidic torsion angles at
approximation (/,w) of (72.75�,�135.00�). As shown in Figure S19,
the two favored glycosidic torsion angle distributions were more
common.

We used quantum mechanics to locate the minimum energy
trimannose structure through Gaussian. These optimized glyco-
sidic torsion angles (/, w) were (80.40, �86.89) consistent with
our MD simulations of trimannose-free in solution in which the
major glycosidic torsion angles (/, w) were (74.32�, �84.76�).

Our results indicate that the trimannose bound at Ala325 SP-D
(Asp325Ala SP-D and DM SP-D) remains in the glycosidic torsion
angles favored in free solution. When trimannose is bound at
Asp325 SP-D (WT SP-D and Arg343Val SP-D), the hydrogen bond-
ing interaction between Asp325 and trimannose locks the Man1
rotation, leading to less stable torsion angles. Quantummechanical
calculations support our explanation of the molecular mechanism
Table 6
Hydrogen bonds between residue in position 343 and Glu333 and trimannose of WT SP-D
D�Trimannose at the terminal trimannose binding pose.

System Hbond Type Acceptor

WT SP-D�Trimannose Glu333-Arg343 Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Total

Glu333-Trimannose No Hydrogen bond
Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose Glu333-Arg343 Glu333@OE1

Glu333@OE2
Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Total

Glu333-Trimannose No Hydrogen bond
Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose Glu333-Val343 No Hydrogen bond

Glu333-Trimannose Glu333@OE1
Glu333@OE2
Total

DM SP-D�Trimannose Glu333-Val343 No Hydrogen bond
Glu333-Trimannose Glu333@OE1

Glu333@OE2
Total

Table 5
Hydrogen bond number between residue 325 and trimannose of WT SP-D�Trimannose, Asp
terminal trimannose binding pose.

System Acceptor Donor

WT SP-D�Trimannose Asp325@OD1 Man1@O2
Asp325@OD2 Man1@O2
Asp325@OD1 Man1@O6
Asp325@OD2 Man1@O6
Total

Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose No Hydrogen bonds
Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose Asp325@OD1 Man1@O2

Asp325@OD2 Man1@O2
Total

DM SP-D�Trimannose No Hydrogen bonds
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of Asp325Ala’s effect in enhancing SP-D’s binding affinity with
trimannose.
4.2.2. Impact of Arg343Val in the medial trimannose binding pose
The mutation of Arg343Val weakens the hydrogen bonding

interaction with Glu333 which frees Glu333 to interact with
trimannose.

To better understand the role of the Arg343Val point mutation
in binding with trimannose, the hydrogen bonding interaction
between the residue in position 343 and the specific glutamate
residue in position 333 within the CRD and trimannose were calcu-
lated separately. Table 4 details hydrogen bonds between the resi-
dues in position 343 and Glu333 and trimannose in different SP-
D�Trimannose complex models.

Before mutation, Arg343 is a positive residue in the WT SP-
D�Trimannose complex and Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose com-
plex. Arg343 formed a stable interaction through hydrogen bond-
ing with the negatively charged Glu333, whose hydrogen bond
number with the glutamate residue was larger than that in the
Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose complex and DM SP-D�Trimannose
complex (see Table 4). Meanwhile, Glu333 formed fewer hydrogen
bonds with trimannose in WT SP-D�Trimannose and Asp325Ala
SP-D�Trimannose than with the Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose com-
plex and DM SP-D�Trimannose complex.
�Trimannose, Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose, Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose, and DM SP-

Donor Occupancy Distance (Å) Angle (degrees)

Arg343@NE 0.37 2.80 151.05
Arg343@NE 0.37 2.80 151.34
Arg343@NH1 0.06 2.77 160.22
Arg343@NH1 0.05 2.77 160.23
Arg343@NH2 0.33 2.78 149.59
Arg343@NH2 0.33 2.78 149.51

1.51
s

Arg343@NE 0.38 2.81 152.91
Arg343@NE 0.47 2.80 152.00
Arg343@NH2 0.32 2.79 150.41
Arg343@NH2 0.42 2.79 150.04

1.58
s
s

Man2@O6 0.18 2.69 164.06
Man2@O6 0.21 2.69 164.19

0.39
s

Man2@O6 0.25 2.69 163.93
Man2@O6 0.19 2.69 164.14

0.44

325Ala SP-D�Trimannose, Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose, and DM SP-D�Trimannose at

Occupancy Distance (Å) Angle (degrees)

0.27 2.67 161.44
0.27 2.67 161.39
0.05 2.70 161.25
0.05 2.70 161.60
0.64

0.20 2.67 159.30
0.20 2.67 159.31
0.40
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The shortest distances between trimannose and Glu333 in dif-
ferent SP-D�Trimannose complex models were also analyzed to
explore the representative conformations of how Glu333 interacts
with trimannose, as shown in Figs. 4-7. For the WT SP-
D�Trimannose complex (see Fig. 4), the shortest distance between
trimannose and Glu333 began to greatly fluctuate after 200 ns of
simulation time, as one of the trimannose units unbound here.
There were three corresponding representative conformations as
shown in Fig. 4(b), with the shortest distance increasing from
1.6 Å at the bound state to 14.21 Å at the unbound state. Fig. 5
shows the shortest distance plot Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose com-
plex. The plot stayed constant until 2250 ns had elapsed in the sim-
ulation, and its shortest distance increased to 13.07 Å at that
position. After that, it increased sharply as one of the trimannose
units unbound here. Three corresponding representative conforma-
tions are shown in Fig. 5(b). The shortest plot of Arg343Val
Fig. 8. Shortest distances between trimannose and Glu333 of (a) WT SP-D�Trimannos
Representative conformations on the right panel show how Glu333 interacts with trima
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SP-D�Trimannose and DM SP-D�Trimannose stayed constant at
about 2 Å without obvious fluctuation (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). Both
had one representative conformation as shown in Fig. 6(b) and
Fig. 7(b).

4.2.3. Weight SP-D and DM SP-D in the medial trimannose binding
pose

Combining both mutations to form DM leads to better bind-
ing with trimannose than the WT.

In WT SP-D�Trimannose, we found that Asp325 forms a hydro-
gen bond with trimannose. This hydrogen bond locks the triman-
nose glycosidic torsion angles leading to unstable torsion angles
and creating an uncomfortable binding pose for trimannose. In
addition, before mutation, the positive Arg343 residue forms a sig-
nificant hydrogen bond with the negative Glu333 weakening
Glu3330s ability to interact with trimannose.
e and (b) Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose at the terminal trimannose binding pose.
nnose.
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In contrast, DM SP-D�Trimannose, at the medial binding pose,
increases the binding affinity of trimannose through changes due
to each mutation. The Asp325Ala mutation releases the trimannose
torsion angles enabling trimannose to relax into a more stable con-
formation increasing the binding ability of trimannose with SP-D.
In addition, in the Arg343Val mutation, Val’s neutral charge
changes by freeing negative Glu333 to instead form an enhanced
bonding interaction with trimannose.
4.3. Results of the terminal trimannose binding pose

4.3.1. Impact of Asp325Ala in the terminal trimannose binding pose
The influence of the Asp325Ala mutation in the terminal tri-

mannose binding pose does not enhance SP-D’s binding affinity
with trimannose as strongly as that in the medial trimannose
binding pose.
Fig. 9. Shortest distances between trimannose and Glu333 of (a) Arg343Val SP-D�Trim
Representative conformations on the right panel show how Glu333 interacts with trima
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In the WT SP-D�Trimannose, aspartate in 325 forms a hydrogen
bond with trimannose (Man1) but this interaction is weaker than
that found in the medial trimannose binding pose. In this position,
Asp325Ala decreased the average hydrogen bond number from
0.64 to 0 (see Table 5). In the other single mutant complex, Arg343-
Val SP-D�Trimannose, the Asp325 also formed an average 0.40
hydrogen bond with trimannose (see Table 5). After mutation in
DM SP-D�Trimannose, the hydrogen number changed to 0 (see
Table 5). The weak hydrogen bond makes the influence of residue
325 in locking trimannose conformation not as obvious as in the
medial trimannose binding pose.

Figure S17 and Figure S18 show the glycosidic torsion angles (/,
w) distribution of a-D-Manp-(1 ? 2)-a-D-Manp linkage (Man1-
Man2 and Man2-Man3) in different complex models at the termi-
nal trimannose binding pose. The distributions of the four SP-D
complex models were similarly populated as that observed in the
trimannose-free.
annose and (b) DM SP-D�Trimannose at the terminal trimannose binding pose.
nnose.
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4.3.2. Impact of Arg343Val in the terminal trimannose binding pose
Arg343Val weakens the hydrogen bond with Glu333, there-

fore, enhancing Glu3330s interaction with trimannose.
The hydrogen bond between the residue in position 343 and the

specific glutamate residue in position 333 within the CRD and tri-
mannose was similar to that of the medial trimannose binding
pose (see Table 6). Arg343 of WT SP-D�Trimannose complex and
Asp325Ala SP-D�Trimannose complex formed a stronger hydrogen
bonding interaction with the negatively charged Glu333, whose
hydrogen bond number with the Glu333 was larger than that in
Fig. 10. Binding free energy analysis of the medial trimannose binding pose (a) and the
⁄p < 0.05, ⁄⁄p < 0.01, ⁄⁄⁄p < 0.001.
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Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose complex and DM SP-D�Trimannose
complex. Glu333, therefore, formed fewer hydrogen bonds with
trimannose in WT SP-D�Trimannose and Asp325 SP-
D�Trimannose than that of Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose and DM
SP-D�Trimannose. As observed in the medial pose, Arg343Val
weakens the hydrogen bond with Glu333 which enhances
Glu3330s interaction with trimannose.

The WT SP-D�Trimannose complex and Asp325Ala SP-
D�Trimannose complex had similar shortest distance plots
between trimannose and Glu333 (see Fig. 8). Both fluctuated
terminal trimannose binding pose (b). P-values are calculated by two-tailed t-tests.
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between 3.5 Å and 7 Å, thus they both have two representative
conformations. Although the Arg343Val SP-D�Trimannose com-
plex and DM Trimannose complex also had two corresponding rep-
resentative conformations of their distance plots, their plots range
from 2 Å to 4 Å, which indicates the closer distance between tri-
mannose and Glu333 (see Fig. 9).

4.3.3. Weight SP-D and DM SP-D in the terminal trimannose binding
pose

WT SP-D�Trimannose, at the terminal binding pose, forms a
weaker bonding interaction with trimannose than the DM SP-
D�Trimannose complex. However, unlike the medial binding pose,
in which both mutations played an important role, in the terminal
pose, only one of the two mutations, Arg343Val, plays a significant
role in enhancing SP-D’s interaction with trimannose. From this,
we observed a benefit provided by having two mutations to
enhance the binding process: when one of the mutations fails to
play a significant role, the second is able to assist.

The influence of the Asp325Ala mutation in the terminal tri-
mannose binding pose was not as strong as that in the medial tri-
mannose binding pose to enhance the binding affinity with
trimannose. Nevertheless, as seen in the medial pose, before muta-
tion the positive Arg343 residue forms a significant hydrogen bond
with the negative Glu333 weakening Glu3330s ability to interact
with trimannose.

In summary, DM SP-D�Trimannose, at the terminal binding
pose, increases the binding affinity of trimannose through changes
largely due to the Arg343Val mutation as Val’s neutral charge frees
negative Glu333 to form an enhanced bond with trimannose.

4.4. Binding free energy

We use binding free energy to investigate the trends and under-
stand the contributions of each of the mutations, Asp325Ala and
Arg343Val, as well as how they come together in the DM SP-D from
an energetic perspective. The binding free energies between differ-
ent SP-D complexes at the medial and terminal binding poses were
calculated in Fig. 10.

For the medial trimannose binding pose (see Fig. 10(a)), the DG
for WT SP-D�Trimannose was�5.518 ± 1.812 kcal/mol. Each muta-
tion increased SP-D’s binding affinity with Asp325Ala SP-D gaining
an average DG of �6.674 ± 1.626 kcal/mol and Arg343Val SP-D
obtaining an average DG of �8.167 ± 1.774 kcal/mol. This indicates
that the Arg343Val mutation contributes more than Asp325Ala to
the enhanced binding affinity with trimannose. The DM SP-D
demonstrated the best binding affinity with trimannose with an
averageDGof�9.556 ± 1.066 kcal/mol.We also found that the bind-
ing free energy gainswith DMSP-D are roughly the sumof thatwith
two singlemutant SP-Ds (P-value = 0.673). The effects of Asp325Ala
and Arg343Val of SP-D are independent in increasing binding affin-
ity with trimannose at the medial trimannose binding pose.

For the terminal trimannose binding pose (see Fig. 10(b)), the
WT SP-D had an average DG of �5.390 ± 1.142 kcal/mol with tri-
mannose. These two single mutations (Asp325Ala and Arg343Val)
increased SP-D’s binding affinity. However, the difference in bind-
ing affinity with trimannose between these two single mutant
SP-Ds (Asp325Ala SP-D and Arg343Val SP-D) was not obvious
(P-value = 0.824), whose average DG was –7.082 ± 0.997 kcal/mo
l and �7.333 ± 1.335 kcal/mol, respectively. For the binding affinity
of DM SP-D, the effect of increasing SP-D’s binding affinity was
similar to either of the single mutant SP-Ds, whose average DG
was �7.317 ± 1.120 kcal/mol.

It is worth noting that the effect of the mutations on increasing
SP-D’s binding affinity is more obvious in the medial trimannose
binding pose than that in the terminal trimannose binding pose.
The medial trimannose binding pose of trimannose forms a much
4999
stronger connection with SP-D. In the medial trimannose binding
pose, each mannose unit is in closer contact with SP-D. Man1 inter-
acts with the CRD binding loop, and the Asp325Ala is also located
within this region. Man2 chelates with the calcium ion of SP-D,
and Man3 interacts with some other residues inside CRD, such as
Glu333. However, for the terminal trimannose binding pose of tri-
mannose, only Man1 chelates with the calcium ion. Some atoms
inside Man1 interact with residue 325. While Man2 or Man3 can
form a hydrogen bond with Glu333 after Arg343Val mutation, their
interactions are not stronger than those in the medial trimannose
binding pose.

These quantitative energies support our assertions regarding
binding affinity based on hydrogen bonding and proximity to the
trimannose. We observed that Asp325Ala does not have a large
energetic impact; however, the single mutation Arg343Val is more
important energetically and the DM SP-D has the highest energetic
impact when both mutations act in concert. In addition, these
effects contribute to the better binding affinity of the medial tri-
mannose binding pose (DG of DM was �9.556 ± 1.066 kcal/mol)
when compared to that of the terminal trimannose binding pose
(DG of DM was �7.317 ± 1.120 kcal/mol).

5. Conclusions

In this study, we carried out full-atomistic MD simulations with
microsecond trajectories to explore the molecular mechanism of
SP-D’s mutation-induced higher binding affinity with trimannose.
We systematically investigated each point mutation’s role in
boosting SP-D’s binding affinity with trimannose, which is one of
the most common units of viral surface glycans. We found that
Asp325Ala stabilizes binding with trimannose by promoting a
ligand conformational change. Although Asp325 forms a hydrogen
bond with trimannose, it locks the glycosidic torsion angles,
leading to unstable torsion angle distributions. The Asp325Ala
mutation unlocks trimannose’s rotation, permitting relaxation to
a stable conformation and further enhancing its binding with SP-
D. The Arg343Val point mutation in SP-D changes its interaction
with Glu333 to strengthen the binding ability with trimannose.
The Arg343 residue has a more robust hydrogen bonding interac-
tion with Glu333, which decreases the capability of the latter to
bind with trimannose. In contrast, the Arg343Val mutation induces
a weaker hydrogen bonding interaction with Glu333, which
enhances Glu3330s hydrogen bonding interaction with trimannose.
We further used the free energy perturbation (FEP) method to cal-
culate the binding free energies between trimannose and different
SP-D models to investigate each point mutation’s contribution
toward enhancing SP-D binding affinity. The results show that
the Arg343Val contributes more than Asp325Ala in increasing
SP-D’s binding affinity with trimannose. And the DM SP-D gains
the highest binding affinity with trimannose among the four
different SP-Ds. The approximate order of binding affinity with tri-
mannose is WT SP-D < Asp325Ala SP-D < Arg343Val SP-D < DM
(Asp325Ala + Arg343Val) SP-D.

These findings deepen our understanding of the molecular
mechanism for the enhanced binding affinity of DM SP-D to tri-
mannose and explain the double mutant’s strong affinity for the
IAV. We simultaneously captured the unbinding events of triman-
nose fromWT SP-D and Asp325Ala SP-D in our computational gen-
erated trajectories, which is invisible through experimental
techniques. The understanding of the mechanism at the molecular
level can inform future investigations on the related drug design,
which can target glycans precisely and yield promising clinical
strategies. On the other hand, the computational modeling flow
in this study can also be used to demonstrate the critical role of
other immunoproteins’ behaviors at the molecular level, such as
microbial invasion.
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